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Supply Chain Improvement of Bamboo:
The Case of Quasi-Integration Model
for Region I, Philippines
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This project aimed to strengthen the supply chain of the bamboo furniture
industry thru market matching following a quasi-integration model. The model focused
on clustering, capacity building, market matching, and review of existing ordinances
or policies on bamboo. Farmer clusters were formed in the provinces of Ilocos Norte,
Ilocos Sur and Pangasinan. Each cluster composed of 4 to 5 farmers with bamboo
stands. The clusters were linked to furniture manufacturers thru an overall cluster
representative tasked to directly transact business with the furniture manufacturers
from pole cutting to delivery and pricing of poles. This eliminates the pole agent/trader
in the supply chain and transfers the benefit directly to the farmers.
Through the quasi-integration model, the problems on supply, quality and
pricing of poles were addressed. Pole owners gain access to complete information on
product requirements and pricing. There is improved efficiency in the system of trading
with the direct transaction between the pole owners and the manufacturers which
enabled the farmers to receive higher income. Players in the supply chain acting
cooperatively led to the success of the quasi-integration model. Hence, the model is a
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potential tool to improve the supply chain of bamboo.
From these results, this policy brief posits that the DENR should consider
updating or revising the policies (e.g., increase the fees charged) to control the
harvesting and transporting of young bamboo poles. More aggressive policy on the
planting of bamboo and/or rehabilitation of bamboo clumps should be also enforced.
These recommendations will not only address the sustainable supply of poles for the
bamboo industry but will protect the environment as well.

INTRODUCTION
Bamboo (Bambusa blumeana) is a plant known for its many uses. Although it
is not a primary cash crop, intensified interest as a commercial crop has resulted in its
emergence as the best substitute for wood in various applications. It is no longer a
‘poor man’s lumber’ because more than 1,500 uses have been identified, from
furniture, handicraft and construction materials, as source of food, biofuel, and for
environmental protection. However, the economic benefits from bamboo could not be
fully realized due to problems in both production and marketing.
Problems besetting the industry
An earlier supply chain project found that there is shortage of bamboo poles in
Region 1. This inadequacy can be attributed to several factors: a) unproductive natural
stands because the growth of the poles is not subjected to treatments that would lead
to the production of quality poles; 2) seasonal supply of poles to support a year-round
production of furniture aggravated by the lack of pole gatherers during peak season of
rice farming activities; 3) information asymmetry where farmers just contend on the
price offered by traders or furniture makers and they are unaware of the product
requirements of the market; and, 4) farmers lack knowledge on value-adding and
value-creation as they are contented selling only the whole bamboo pole.
There is a real potential of improving the utilization of the available bamboo
resources in the region and to expand the resource-base as a means to improve
income and employment for many people. There are already existing technologies in
the production and processing of bamboo poles, however, they had not been fully
utilized. Hence, the challenge is how can this important forest resource be used to
help alleviate poverty especially in the rural areas. Additionally, intensifying the
production of bamboo to help mitigate climate change lies on our hands.

APPROACHES AND RESULTS
Market-matching Model
The quasi-integration model or market-matching is a ‘hybrid’ of the fully
integrated market, typified by a contractual relation between small bamboo stand
owners and furniture manufacturers. The farmers were clustered and made direct
transactions with the bamboo processors, granting them access to complete
information on the market requirements for the pole. The farmers were also
empowered to produce quality bamboo poles. Because the role of the bamboo stand
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owners in the supply chain is very critical, their knowledge level was further
strengthened through IEC materials developed and written in the vernacular.
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Figure 1. The Quasi-Integration Model
To further increase the farmer’s income, value adding and value creation
strategies were introduced. Activities in furniture processing sites such as cleaning the
poles, scraping the outer skin, cutting to desired sizes, and splitting were conducted.
Government policies, on the other hand, affect the performance/role of the
players in the supply chain. As such, a review of the existing policies on bamboo and
extent of implementation is imperative. This is also important in addressing the
inefficiencies in the supply chain.
Values Re-orientation/Team Building
The relationship among the farmers and the bamboo furniture manufacturer
was strengthened through values re-orientation and team building activities. They
familiarized themselves with each other. Together, they identified and analyzed the
problems related to bamboo in their respective barangays.
Farmer Clusters
Farmers with bamboo stands were
organized into clusters. Each cluster is
composed of 4-5 farmers and led by a cluster
representative chosen by the farmers
themselves. The farmers were clustered based
on the location of their bamboo clumps wherein
adjacent clumps form one cluster. The cluster
leaders and members selected their overall
cluster leader or representative (R) who directly
transacts
with
the
bamboo
furniture
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manufacturer. With only one representative, this strategy enables the manufacturer
transact business more efficiently than when cluster members do their transactions
individually. This eliminates the pole agent and transfers the economic benefits to the
bamboo owners.
Majority of the farmers are full owners of bamboo clumps and accordingly, their
bamboos had been existing since birth. In terms of bamboo species, all of them have
Kawayan tinik (Bambusa blumeana Shults.), some have Bayog (Bambusa blumeana
var. luzoniensis), and Buho/Bolo (Schizostachyum lumampao). Generally, the
manufacturers are sole proprietors and they are all from Pangasinan. They have
furniture businesses in Pangasinan but they brought their business to Ilocos Norte and
Ilocos Sur. They had been in the business for more than five years, on the average.
This implies that there is potential of bamboo industry in the province.
Technological Interventions
The farmers were capacitated on
bamboo production using the Pole Per Year
(PoPeYe) Technology, clump rejuvenation
and management, nursery establishment
using One-Node cutting technology, and value
adding and value creation.
One significant off-shoot of the
trainings was the establishment of Bamboo
Nursery at a demonstration farm in Cabugao,
Ilocos Sur, an LGU-led project for the
rehabilitation of river banks. Provision of IEC
materials was made to complement the
trainings for the farmers’ ready references.
Market Interventions
The market-matching model, the
system of pole trading and repeat
transactions, efficiency, flexibility, and
responsiveness of both parties have
improved. Complete information on product requirements, pricing, timely delivery and
payment, the business relationship between the pole producers and furniture
manufacturers grew stronger.
Direct transactions resulted into more equitable
distribution of the benefits derived among the key players in the supply chain. Higher
quality bamboo poles already valued higher without the intervention of a pole-agent.
The furniture manufacturers continuously ordered from the farmer clusters thru
the overall cluster representative. The orders placed by the manufacturers depend on
the demand for bamboo products like Bahay Kubo, sala set and bed. The success of
the quasi-integration has potential of being replicated by other bamboo stand owners.
Ordinances on Bamboo Production
LGUs have existing ordinances to sustain the production of bamboo poles but
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are not seriously implemented. Indiscriminate harvesting of bamboo shoots is not
penalized. The PhP50 fee paid to secure permit to cut and certificate to transport
gives no incentive to protect and control cutting of bamboo.
Improved Economic Efficiency
Without the pole agent/trader/assembler in the chain, the variable cost incurred
decreased by 48%. Consequently, the price per pole increased by P10/pc and the
income (RAVC) received by the farmer increased by about 47.28%. This shows a big
improvement in the benefits derived by the pole producer. Regardless if the price
change would only be P5/pc, the farmers would still be better-off without the pole
agent/trader.
Average cost and return analysis per pole in Region I (farmer to furniture manufacturer).

1Class

A -10-15 ft; 2Class B - 6-9 ft; 3Class C - 4-5 ft. The farmer may or may not cut the poles, it
depends on the desire of the buyer.

CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the system of trading between the pole producer and the furniture
manufacturer has become more efficient with the quasi-integration model. Transaction
between the furniture manufacturer and the pole producer is already direct and
information on product requirements and price of poles are complete. This resulted to
reduced transaction cost and higher price of poles. This was made possible because
of the important role of the overall cluster leader not only in the system of trading but
in the whole market-matching model.

IMPLICATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations could lead to positive long-term effects for a more
sustainable bamboo industry in Region I:
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Adoption and duplication of the quasi-integration model in bamboo-growing
areas in the region. When farmers are clustered, they gain greater bargaining
power and better access to markets.
Adoption of the PoPeYe technology developed by MMSU for bamboo
production should be encouraged wherein shoots could be harvested provided
that there are four shoots left to become poles.
Update inventory of bamboo stands/clumps to determine the supply of bamboo
poles in the region.
Review existing local ordinances involving the stakeholders. Revising P.D. 705
could be also considered to provide clear guidelines to include A&D lands
because it is the major source of bamboo that are harvested and sold. It is also
high time to increase the fee for securing permit to cut and certificate of origin.
The DENR should consider updating or revising the policies (e.g., increase the
fees charged) to control the harvesting and transporting of young bamboo
poles. More aggressive policy on the planting of bamboo and/or rehabilitation
of bamboo clumps should also be enforced. In doing so, not only will the
sustainable supply of poles be addressed but the protection of the environment
as well.

Approved through ENR SeCom Resolution No. 13, s. 2018, enjoining concerned government
institutions to consider the Policy Recommendations of the research entitled, “Supply Chain
Improvement of Bamboo: Case of a Quasi-Integration Model for Region I, Philippines” presented
during the 4th Quarter Meeting of the ENR SeCom on November 19, 2018.
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